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Oh Oh O'Town 
 
Let us take yet another journey to the outskirts of the rez and visit O'town.  That 
tiny moon that circles Uranus.  Still looking at the Rhonda Linehan, Becky Ryan 
deaths that occurred immediately after they left the Oh Oh Bar in Oberon, last 
July. 
 
We know the bar puts drugs into the patrons' drinks without their knowledge.  
Liquid meth.  A few drops into their beverage, and they become really thirsty for 
more! Worse, they lose track of their money as they cannot count.  They don't 
know if they gave you a $5, $10, $20 or $100.  And they can be told, and are 
unable to argue the point, that they did not pay at all, and the bar can get yet 
another payment (or more) from the patron.  
 
People who drink the mix of drug/alcohol, get the heebee jeebees and itch all 
over as if they are being crawled by bugs and turtles.  This leads to what many 
people have witnessed, as people jumping out of their vehicles, in the middle of 
the road, and 'crazy dancing'.  
 
There is another concoction that the Oh Oh Bar brews up for patrons who like to 
drink and drive or a 'togo' order.  It is a 'slushie' type drink, with several different 
kinds of alcohol, (and meth?) that goes into a colorful slushie (slurpee?) mix and 
is put into a cup not unlike those you get from your local neighborhood 
slushee/slurpee vendor, complete with the bubble top lid. The idea is, of course, 
to make it not look like you are drinking and driving.  The cost is $10. Or, $100, 
depending on whether you can count or not. 
 
We know the Linehan, Ryan, Datelle party was partying at the Oh Oh Bar all day 
long.  It was a birthday celebration. That big red truck of Rhonda's was parked 
outside the bar for hours and hours.  
 
Towards the end, they were seen, outside the bar, 'dancing'.  They were loud. 
They were both seen and heard at that point.  
 
Shortly after that, they got into the pickup, which then went off the road, killing the 
two women and injuring the two men. 
 
Immediately after that accident, Pete Hager, Karen Peterson (owners of the Oh 
Oh Bar) went door-to-door, just like they did when that carload of people was 
killed a few months earlier after leaving the bar, knocking on doors, and planting 
their story with whomever would talk to them.  
 
The story became, and this is before the ambulances even left the scene, mind 
you, that the party of 4 had only been in the bar for one drink.  That this was a 
total shock!   
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Yeah, I can imagine some Insurance investigator getting that story repeatedly, 
and trying to reconcile it with the truth from people who know better and spoke 
up.  
 
One drink, eh? Just one? Are you sure? 
 
Of course, now, as always when you put morons in charge of lie, they have 
morphed the 'one drink' BS Version (BSV) into something even more unrealistic, 
and which, no surprise, contradicts their own BSV.  
 
Now, adding to the 'one drink' story is this: 'They tried and tried to keep that 
woman (Rhonda) from driving her truck!  She was so drunk, but she would not 
allow anyone else to drive her truck! Those (good people) Cheryl (the beertender. 
*Also happens to be Karen's sister, FYI) and the others tried to make her let 
someone else drive them home, they were so worried about them being so 
drunk...' and to make it more Rhonda's fault, "but she would have none of it.' 
 
This is the story, apparently, told to the Insurance investigators. Not sure if they 
are dumb enough to buy it, or dumb enough to think that this will suffice, but 
clearly, there are major conflicts with this latest BSV.  
 
If they were that drunk, so drunk that the bar tender and others were attempting 
to get someone else to drive them home: 
 

1. How did they get that way?  
 

2. One drink? The one drink they served them? Were they that drunk and 
were served 'one more drink' regardless? Serving an intoxicated person is 
illegal.  The Bar could lose it's license for that alone. 
 

3. And since the Bartender thought this was a dangerously drunk person 
behind the wheel, did they do the legally required thing and notify, 
immediately, law enforcement to take them off the road before they got 
killed? Or killed someone else?  (Answer: NO. THEY DID NOT). 

 
So much for the ONE DRINK BSV holding up. It was tenuous at best in its 
original form.  But now, leave it to Karen, Pete and Cheryl, (and I am sure the Old 
Biddy is in this too), to poke holes in that version thinking they are 'enhancing' the 
original version; shoring it up; making it 'bullet proof'.   
 
Now, who is going to go and take  a second look at this? What files are going to 
be re opened? How much can the corrupt State Attorney, Judge, help out their 
pals this time?  
 
Oh, did anyone find a slushee/slurpee cup at the scene of that accident? Or 
others? Were you fooled when you did, into thinking it was 'nothing important'?  
 
So much more on this, but it will have to wait. So many people know so much, 
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but have no one they feel they can trust enough to report it to.  
 
I notice that somehow, not sure how this happened, but Ned Mitzel, the previous 
sheriff, big pals with Pete Hager, has gotten to poking around in this matter.  
Now, how did he get his sticky fingers on those files? What has gone missing 
from those reports and files?  
 
Remember: North Dakota is Number ONE--in corruption. Business as usual. 
Despite the fact that Oberon has a legit Sheriff nowadays, there is still enough 
corruption out there to undo any good work he tries to do.  
 
Cheez Whiz Wang 
 
It just never ends, does it? Corrupt State Attorney, James Wang, while on the 
State's payroll, is also in private practice, using the authority and influence of his 
office! (No corruption there, no! *Nods head YES!*) 
 
Last week, Dec 18th, the Mayor of Maddock, (Just a stoned throw from Oberon), 
Kevin Winson, was arrested on Drug Trafficking charges. He is cooling his 
mayoral heels in the Devil's Lake Jail awaiting his court appearance. (He gets to 
hear Christmas Carols piped in: "White Christmas" and "It's beginning to Look a 
Lot Like Christ-MAS!").  Read Grand Forks Story Here 
 
His attorney, none other than James Wang. Yeah, no conflict of interest there 
kids! So Cheez Whiz, how are you being paid? Cash? Under the Table?(*Cheryl 
under the table?), or is this guy your supplier/biz partner and you just have to 
make sure you get him off so that you don't go down with him? Think your pal, 
Judge Foughty will be able to pull this one off for you like he has in the past?  
 
These crimes, busts, are getting a little more awkward for you, aren't they.  I 
know.  I feel your distress. Oh, and you might want to get that bowel problem 
looked into. It's just not 'going away on its own'. It comes from you being full of it. 
 
Ask yourself: "What can Ned Mitzel do for me now?"  Not much. He's next. 
 
Oh yeah, there's more. Lots and lots more.  But time is short here and I want to 
get this one posted.  It's going to be a very busy week! 
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


